
Edward I 
 
The most powerful king in medieval English history was Edward I (1272-1307), an 
aggressive, warrior king that not only consolidated power in England but through 
wars of conquest became the first king of all of Britain, albeit briefly.  
 
   Of all the medieval monarchs in Europe, Edward was perhaps the most brilliant at 
consolidating power. The institution he invented to achieve this end was Parliament, 
or "Talking." The purpose of Parliament was to gather all the major vassals of the 
king in one place, explain to them the reasons for collecting taxes, get their approval, 
and then discuss methods of collection. While this may seem to be an expansion of 
the role of the barons in government, it was actually the opposite. The entire purpose 
of the development of Parliament was efficiency , the rapid generation of consensus 
among the nobility, none of whom really were in a position to challenge the king. 
Eventually, however, after the reign of Edward, the Parliament would develop as a 
powerful check on the monarch's power—this was not Edward's intention or practice.  
 
   Edward's Parliament included more than nobility—he had the genius to include 
knights and other commoners to represent local counties at the Parliament. These 
commoners probably had no role at all in the Parliament, but the practice was 
enormously effective as propaganda. Local commoners were not only presented with 
an awe-inspiring theater of power at the court, but they also were being given 
propaganda and reasons for taxation on themselves and the people they represented. 
Commoners would eventually become an integral part of Parliament and develop their 
own independence from the nobility in Parliament—suffice it to say here, though, that 
the inclusion of commoners was part of the trend of increasing participation in the 
monarchical and local government by more people begun by the earliest Norman 
kings.  
 
   Edward made the most determined assault on baronial power among all the English 
kings. He instituted a series of proceedings called quo warranto proceedings ("by 
what warrant")—these proceedings would systematically question by what warrant 
nobles had certain privileges and rights from the king. If there was no warrant for 
these privileges, they were revoked and granted to the monarch. The result was a 
massive consolidation of power in the king's hands. Among other innovations was 
Edward's practice of issuing statutes, which were pieces of public legislation 
arbitrarily imposed on the entire kingdom by the will of the king.  
 
   Edward needed an efficient system for raising revenues for his constant warfare. On 
the continent he fought against the French king for Gascony, a territory under his 
control that had been seized by the French king. It was a useless war fought from 
1294-1303 that simply resulted in Gascony being returned to Edward as a vassal. His 
most significant wars, however, were against Wales and Scotland. Both of these 
Celtic countries were independent of England—Wales was a principality ruled by the 
Prince of Wales and Scotland was a monarchy. However, in both Wales and Scotland 
a substantial number of the nobility were Anglo-Norman rather than Welsh or 
Scottish. While they were nominally under the Prince of Wales or the Scottish king, 
most of them had closer cultural ties with England and the Normans. It was with their 
help that he conquered Wales and brought it under his control. It was a different set-
up than the English feudal system—Wales was a system of more or less independent 



lordships that were vassals of the king.  
 
   Scotland, however, was a much more difficult matter. When the Scottish king, 
Alexander III, died in 1290 without an heir, two nobles stepped forward to claim the 
throne: John Balliol and Robert Bruce, both Anglo-Norman lords in Scotland. The 
Scots turned to Edward to resolve the dispute, which he agreed to do if the disputer 
were settled using English and if he was made regent of Scotland until a decision was 
made. So, without shedding any blood, Edward became the overlord of Scotland. 
When the English finally declared John Balliol king, many of the Scottish nobles 
preferred being under Edward. When Balliol, however, allied with the French, 
Edward invaded and conquered Scotland in 1296. But Scotland was to hard to hold—
two major rebellions, one led by William Wallace and the second by Robert Bruce, 
the grandson of the Bruce that claimed the throne, temporarily expelled Edward from 
Scotland 


